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ABSTRACT
To test and update switch operating systems, developers and testers
need to install run beta-switch OSes (switch agents) alongside pro-
duction versions. However, today’s network virtualization solu-
tions fail to support infrastructure-level virtualization of hardware
switches. In particular, they fail to provide performance guarantee
and isolation of the switch’s resources: CPU, Memory, and ASIC
(TCAM/SRAM).

In this paper, we de�ne the notion of infrastructure-level switch
virtualization, akin to IaaS, infrastructure-level switch virtualiza-
tion provides tenants, testers or developers, with low-level control
over the switches: allowing a tenant to install switch agents on
the switches and to run their own controller. To support this ab-
straction, we present a system, Switch-Visor, which presents a �rst
step towards providing comprehensive virtualization of a switch’s
resources. Switch-Visor employs a synthesis of well-founded virtu-
alization technologies and novel hardware virtualization techniques.
Switch-Visor introduces three main concepts: �rst, using container-
based virtualization on the switch to virtualize CPU and Memory;
second, leveraging intelligent TCAMmanagement and novel sched-
ulers to provide guarantees within the ASIC, and employing novel
domain-speci�c o�oading techniques to eliminate sources of in-
terference. Our proposed solutions, leverage changes to switch OS
and switch agents making them immediately applicable to existing
SDN switches.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Network virtualization, the “killer-application” for Software De-
�ned Networks (SDNs), allows network operators to carve out their
networks for testing and updates. Today, network virtualization
focuses on controller level virtualization [2, 15] with the virtual-
ization layer interposed between the controller and the switches.
However, with the growing adoption of white box switches, there
is a growing need for a lower level virtualization primitive that
enables testers and developers to install and control Switch Agents
or Switch OSes for testing, updates, and outsource management
functions.

This lower layer virtualization level should exist between the
switch hardware and the switch agents (switch OSes) running atop
it. Akin to IaaS which provides low-level control over computing,
the lower layer (infrastructure-level) virtualization provides low-
level control over a switch allowing a tenant to install switch agents
on the switch and to run their own controller interacting with these
agents. We call this new virtualization paradigm Infrastructure-
level Switching as a Service (ISaaS). We argue that to provide ISaaS,
SDN networks must include mechanisms and primitives to slice
SDN switches across all resources: CPU, Memory, and ASIC (the
switch hardware responsible for servicing SDN control plane oper-
ations (SDNCTLs)), and more importantly to provide guarantees
and isolation across these resources.

Unfortunately, the complexity and heterogeneity of data plane
devices, e.g. switches, makes it challenging to enforce performance
guarantees on SDNCTLs, e.g. rule installation or port con�gura-
tion. In particular, the response time of a SDNCTLs is a function
of the switch’s CPU for processing SDNCTLs and switch’s ASIC
hardware for implementing SDNCTLs. Furthermore, the resource
requirements of these SDNCTLs vary signi�cantly — Table 1 high-
lights the heterogeneity in resource requirements across several
representative SDNCTLs [16]. Making performance guarantees
over these SDNCTLs requires:
• Intelligently rate limiting the set of SDNCTLs contending for
hardware resources.

• Controlling the set of background processes utilizing the switch’s
resources to eliminate hardware interference – a key challenge
in making guarantees in any virtualized scenario [14, 21, 22].

• Scheduling the di�erent SDNCTLs to simultaneously ensure
that performance guarantees are met while maintaining work-
conservation to eliminate resource waste.

1.1 Related Work
Traditional approaches for virtualizing SDN switches, FlowVisor [15]
and OpenVirtex [2], focus on partitioning TCAM space and enforc-
ing access control over tra�c. These approaches do not make guar-
antees on the speed with which the SDNCTLs may be installed or
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Request (1/s) F.Mod Flow Stats Port Stats Feature Echo
5000 60% 30% 50% 42% 22%
10000 80% 48% 75% 60% 23%
20000 N/A 1 52% 92% 85% 25%
Table 1: CPU Utilization of Di�erent SDNCTLs

con�gured. On the other hand, providing performance guarantees
over tra�c �owing through a virtual network, switch backplane,
is signi�cantly simpler than providing guarantees for SDNCTLs
performed on the virtual network, because existing data plane prim-
itives lend themselves, more naturally, to enforcing performance
isolation between tra�c. Speci�cally, existing tools, e.g. token buck-
ets, provide guarantee and isolation by limiting the quantity of traf-
�c for each tenant. However, as discussed earlier it is insu�cient
to simply rate limit the quantity of SDNCTLs because di�erent
SDNCTLs require di�erent amount of resources and therefore lim-
its must be carefully determined based on the type of SDNCTLs
currently being processed.

1.2 Switch-Visor
In this paper, we argue that rather than focusing on redesigning
switch hardware, which has signi�cant cost implications, we should
focus on judiciously allocating and managing existing switch hard-
ware resources to ensure that performance guarantees can be ef-
�ciently enforced. Moreover, for uncontrollable events, i.e., hard-
ware interrupts, we should o�oad their processing from switches
to cheaper commodity servers. Switch-Visor takes the �rst step to-
wards developing a framework that provides guarantees on control
plane I/O operations, SDNCTLs by introducing primitives to control
ASIC-driven I/O events and mechanisms to use existing black-box
models to rate limit controller I/O events for di�erent tenants. Our
design of Switch-Visor introduces three novel components to the
SDN ecosystem:
Containerized Switches (CPU/Memory Virtualization): We
argue for a light virtualization of a physical switch by running
containers, one for each tenant. The containers allow us to isolate
the di�erent tenants and provide CPU and memory guarantees.
Additionally, the containers allow a tenant to run arbitrary agents.
SDNCTL-Visor (ASIC Virtualization): To provide guarantees at
the ASIC level, we propose a shim layer between the containers
and the ASIC. This shim layer uses a token-bucket to rate limit
interactions with the ASIC. The size of the bucket is a function of the
guarantees, the current state of the switches, and the set of permit-
able SDNCTLs. The token buckets for the di�erent containers on a
switch are constantly updated after each SDNCTL is permitted into
the ASIC. To calculate the actual rate limits with multiple resource
allocation, we use Dominant Resource Fairness (DRF) [9] which is
a generalization max-min fairness for multiple resources.
Event-O�loader: To handle unpredictable SDNCTLs generated
by the switches, Switch-Visor o�oads processing from the switch
to a container running on the cloud servers. This shifts the burden
of handling and managing these SDNCTLs to an x86 server where
they can be rate limited (by the server’s NIC).
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Figure 1: White Box Switch

2 BACKGROUND
Although much work has gone into host virtualization and creat-
ing solid techniques for ensuring and enforcing isolation between
tenants on a host, the network (switch) has seen relatively little
innovation in this direction.

In this section, we review the design and architecture of mod-
ern SDN-switches and highlight the challenges of virtualizing and
sharing these switches.

2.1 White Box Switches
Most modern SDN switches are essentially white box switches
running commodity software and composed of commodity switch-
ing hardware. These switches contain traditional CPU and mem-
ory structures making them amenable to existing virtualization
techniques for isolating, virtualizing, and sharing the computing re-
sources. Additionally, they contain specialized (Application-speci�c
integrated circuit) ASICs which are used for network speci�c func-
tionality – forwarding packets. Techniques for CPU and memory
virtualization do not naturally lend themselves to ASIC virtualiza-
tion.
Challenge 1: Switch virtualization requires tackling the ASIC.

These devices run a Linux based OS with specialized device dri-
vers to handle interactions with the switch’s ASIC. This simple
and open ecosystem has fostered growth and innovation of white
box switches. The openness and ability to run arbitrary software
on these switches have motivated others to design new switch
agents to delegate and run next to the traditional SDN agents.
Moreover, a growing number of switch agents exist to run on
white box switches, e.g. Aristas EoS, BigSwitch’s SwitchLight, and
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Switch-Visor classi�cation SDNCTL Type OpenFlow SDNCTL Examples

Tenant Initiated Controller-to-Switch
Read-State, Flow-Mod, Port-Desc

Modify-State, Con�guration, Features
Packet-Out, Barrier

Symmetric Hello, Echo, Vendor
Hardware Initiated Asynchronous Packet-In, Flow-Removed, Port-Status, Error

Table 2: Classi�cation of OpenFlow Messages

VMWare’s OpenVSwitch (OVS). These agents will compete and con-
tent with the SDN agents for CPUs [4, 17], and hardware resources
(e.g. TCAMs [4]).
Challenge 2: Tenants are able to bring their own Switch-software
agent, forcing us to revisit assumptions and architectures for the
switch’s OS.

2.2 Virtualization Challenges
We argue that ASIC virtualization should provide guarantees over
the amount and number of instructions that can be performed. Akin
to the IOPS (Input/Output Operations per second) we expect for
virtual Disks, virtualized ASICs should provide a similar notion of
SDNCTL Operations per section (SDNCTL-OPS).

To better understand the challenges that complicate ASIC virtu-
alization, in Figure 1, we present the diagram of white box switch
and highlight components used to perform di�erent SDNCTL op-
erations. We roughly classify the SDNTCL into several categories
and highlight related challenges [1]:
Tenant Initiated: This class of SDNCTL are generated by the con-
troller or the local switch agent. For example, �ow-mod, an SDNCTL
used to add �ow entries to the ASIC. These SDNCTLs require a com-
bination of CPU and ASIC processing, however, these events can
be measured by benchmarking the devices and controlled by rate-
limiting the controller or the local switch agent. The key challenge
lies in understanding how to set the weight for the rate-limiter and
more speci�c understanding how to translate the benchmarking
results into rate limits.
Hardware Initiated: These SDNCTL are akin to hardware inter-
rupts, they are generated by the ASIC and sent to the OS, the switch
agent and subsequently to the remote controller for processing. Ex-
amples include, packet-in which is generated when a packet arrives
but the ASIC contains no �ow tables. This class of SDNCTLs are
harder to control because there are no rate-limiters within the
hardware to suppress these events. Although uncontrollable, these
SDNCTLs can signi�cantly impact CPU performance, with prior
studies showing that SDNCTL can consume signi�cant CPU and
memory resources thus signi�cantly impacting the performance of
the switch agents [7]. Fortunately, these SDNCTLs can be o�oaded
from the switch, processed, and generated at a di�erent entity. For
example, the packet can be sent to the o�oad server which subse-
quently generates the “packet-in” SDNCTL. The key challenges for
delegating and o�oading this functionality include coordinating
information exchange between the switch and the o�oad server in
a quick, scalable, and lightweight manner.

2.3 Novel Switch Virtualization Contract
Next, we present a novel switch virtualization contract between
the tenant and cloud provider. We envision that “power”-tenants,

e.g. testing teams and developers, will request these “infrastructure-
level” virtual switches in conjunction with bare-metal servers or to
leverage more programmability within the data plane.

We propose to provide each tenant with the following abstrac-
tion of a virtual switch: a virtual switch is a device with N virtual
ports (potentially connected to other devices) of prede�ned speeds;
a virtual CPU and virtual memory with prede�ned speeds and
capacity; and an ASIC that forwards packets (tra�c) at a prede-
�ned backplane speed and that services SDNCTLs-ops with a given
frequency (e.g. 10 “packet-in” SDNCTLs-operations per second).
In this paradigm, tenants are able to run custom agents on these
virtual switches and these custom agents interact with the tenant’s
controller using a network hypervisor (e.g. OpenVirtex)

3 USE-CASES AND DESIGN GOALS
Today, network virtualization is focused on leveraging virtual switches
at the edge [10, 20] or leveraging a controller hypervisor [2, 15]
to virtualize and share the network. Often providing high-layer
abstractions that obscure the network. While these approaches to
virtualizing a network enable tenants to easily provision and man-
age virtual infrastructure, it sti�es the ability of network providers
from leveraging a range of testing techniques [3, 11] and emerging
functionalities [4, 17, 23]. In this section, we start by describing the
di�erent use-cases that motivate a need for lower level hardware
virtualization of network devices.

3.1 Use-cases
• Switch Agent Testing [3, 6, 11, 12]: A popular software engineer-
ing technique is to have multiple teams develop identical versions
of the same switch agent. The idea is that most teams will im-
plement the functionality correctly. Thus if all versions are run
on the same input, then the most popular output is the correct
output. A switch-virtualization platform can be used to provide
each version with the abstraction of sole occupancy while si-
multaneously distributing events to the di�erent versions and
comparing the output from the di�erent versions.
Similarly, the same principles can be used to enable switch agent
A/B Testing [3]: to validate a switch agent before an update.

• Headless Switch Agent Updates [18]: Upgrades to the switch
agent codebase must be followed by a switch agent reboot. Cur-
rently, due to the lack of separation, such events eliminate switch
agent state and requires the switch agent to recreate this state.
To enable, headless switch agent updates – we need to both the
new and the old switch agent simultaneously and prime the state
of the new switch agent before making the switch. A switch-
virtualization platform is a fundamental requirement for such a
system.

4 ARCHITECTURE
Switch-Visor virtualizes SDN switches enabling di�erent tenants
to run local agents on the switch, in an isolated fashion, while
providing performance guarantees over interactions between these
agents and the underlying switch data plane (ASIC). Switch-Visor
provides each tenant with the abstraction of a network of bare
metal physical switches with prede�ned CPU, Memory, and ASIC
resources and enables the tenant to install a custom switch agent.
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Figure 2: System Architecture

To achieve this functionality, Switch-Visor (Figure 2) includes
four components. A traditional container manager, e.g., Docker,
for virtualizing CPU/Memory resources and hosting a tenant’s
switching agents. The SDNCTL-Visor which virtualizes the ASIC
isolating di�erent tenants with respect to the ASIC and providing
guarantees on the di�erent SDNCTL performed on the ASIC. The
SDNCTL-Visor also controls scheduling of the di�erent SDNCTLs
and rate-limits these SDNCTLs to ensure that guarantees are met. A
sister component to the SDNCTL-Visor is the Mercury [5] compo-
nent which focuses on TCAM and introduces TCAM management
techniques to ensure performance guarantees. The �nal component,
Event-O�oader, enables the Switch-Visor to make guarantees by
eliminating uncontrollable ASIC-generated interrupts and o�oad-
ing these interrupts to cheaper x86 devices with more powerful
CPUs.

4.1 SDNCTL-Visor
Our main component for virtualizing a switch’s ASIC, the SDNCTL-
Visor, intercepts all SDNCTL messages (red arrows in Figure 3) and
employs a combination of rate limiting and event scheduling to
ensure that performance guarantees are maintained. In our descrip-
tion of SDNCTL-Visor, we assume that an admission control system
is used to ensure that Switch-Visor does not support more tenants
than the switch can handle.

At a high level, SDNCTL-Visor (depicted in Figure 4) intercepts
SDNCTL from the di�erent agents and distributes them into di�er-
ent per-tenant queues. Each queue is associated with a leaky-token
bucket that enables SDNCTL-Visor to control the rate at which
SDNCTL from each queue is processed.

To provide �ne-control over scheduling and rate limiting of SD-
NCTLs, we leverage existing black box models of SDNCTL resource
requirements from Tango [13]. This model generates, for diverse
switches, a mapping of resource consumption for each speci�ed
SDNCTL. SDNCTL-Visor uses this model to perform admission
control.
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For scheduling the SDNCTLs, SDNCTL-Visor builds on the ex-
tensive literature on CPU scheduling, such as (weighted) max-min
fairness with di�erent accuracy (e.g., round-robin) [19], weighted
fair queuing [8]. In our design, di�erent SDNCTLs may have di�er-
ent dominant resources, such as �ow-mod requires TCAM resources
but get-status requires CPUs. To achieve multiple resource alloca-
tion, we use Dominant Resource Fairness (DRF) [9] which is a
generalization of the max-min fairness for multiple resources to
calculate the actual rate limits. Moreover, the resource requirements
of di�erent SDNCTLs may vary over time, in view of this, the algo-
rithm must periodically re-evaluate requirements and accordingly
perform resource allocations. Recall, resources utilization depends
on the current state of the hardware and the set of contenting action.
Fortunately, existing switch benchmarking and pro�ling tools [13]
allow us to determine the requirements for each SDNCTL under
di�erent conditions.

4.2 Event-O�loader
While the SDNCTL-Visor controls the tenant-initiated SDNCTL,
it can’t control the hardware generated SDNCTL and thus the
hardware generated SDNCTL can impact Switch-Visor ability to
make performance guarantees. For this class of SDNCTL, we argue
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that rather than dealing with them at the switch that we o�oad
them to a cluster of cheaper and more powerful x86 servers. These
o�oad servers can process the SDNCTL or send them to the agents
on the switch or the hypervisor via TCP connections. The o�oad
servers provide Switch-Visor with a fulcrum of control. With these
servers, Switch-Visor is able to: (1) rate limit interactions from
hardware to the switch and (2) provide tenants with an elastic
solution to create hardware generated events. 2

Unlike mobile o�oading, o�oading hardware generated SD-
NCTL requires a novel o�oading method that avoids using local
switch CPU (or memory) resources because using these resource
would generate the exact problem we are trying to avoid. This
novel switch-speci�c o�oading method needs to address several
challenges: (1) coordinating o�oad between the switch and the
o�oad server and exchanging appropriate metadata (2) ensure that
o�oading occurs in an e�cient and e�ective manner.

To address these challenges, we explore a domain-speci�c design.
Speci�cally, we add tags into the packets to transfer information be-
tween the switch and the x86 server: these tags can carry su�cient
data to create the event. For example for “Packet-In”, the tags will
carry switch-ID and in-port We also modify the SDN rules such that
the hardware generated packets are not sent to the switch’s CPU
but rather forwards them along pre-speci�c paths to the x86 server.
Our Event-O�oader modules provide this functionality with three
components:
Global-Event-O�loader: The �rst, the global Event-O�oader
(red solid arrow in Figure 2), that coordinates between the local
Event-O�oader running on the switches and the o�oad servers in
the x86 cluster. The global Event-O�oader assigns each switch with
a speci�c (and unique) tag and distributes a map of < ta�, switch >
to the servers in the clusters.

The global Event-O�oader also calculates and install each path
from each switch to the o�oad cluster, these paths are specially
created to only carry o�oad tra�c to the clusters. Next, we discuss
these paths in more detail.
Local-Event-O�loader: Given the tags and information about a
set of default paths to the o�oad cluster, the Local-Event-O�oader
creates and installs two forwarding rules into its �ow table. The
�rst rule is the lowest priority rule, and it matches all packets that
match no other rule, then adds the preassigned tag to these packets
and sends them along the path to the o�oad cluster. This rule is
used to o�oad a packet and to add information required by the
o�oad server to appropriately perform its o�oad functionality.
The second rule matches any packet with any o�oad Tag, and
forward this along to the cluster. This rule is used to continue the
forwarding of o�oad packets from another switch. To ensure that
o�oading is e�cient, the switches use ECMP to balance o�oad
tra�c across the di�erent prede�ned o�oad paths.
O�load Cluster: The o�oad cluster consists of a set of x86 ma-
chines running containers. Each container runs code to process
the o�oad packets. For example, upon receiving a tagged rouge
packet, the o�oad cluster would serialize the packet into a “packet-
in” event, use the tag to determine the source switch and in-port,

2Hardware generated events are often turned o� because of their impact on the switch
CPU, Switch-Visor eliminates this concern.

and sends this event o� to the to the network hypervisor (shown by
the blue dotted arrow in Figure 2) or the tenant’s controller. Addi-
tionally, the cluster can scale up or down the number of containers
to handle drastic changes in the number of events being o�oaded.

5 PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
O�oading devices from the switch to an x86 server introduces two
main overheads: �rst, additional latency which prior work [20] has
shown to be negligible because the faster CPU at the x86 servers
makes up for the additional network latency, and second, the Event-
O�oader requires a �eet of x86 servers to host the containers –
we note that the size of the �eet is proportional to the amount a
client is willing to pay. We implemented Switch-Visor in python
and deployed it on a small testbed to understand the overheads
introduced by Event-O�oader.
MethodologyWe tested the Event-O�oader in a rack of 36 servers
connected by a switch with 1 Gbps ethernet links and each server
is running a virtual switch. To evaluate the performance of Event-
O�oader, we conducted two experiments, �rstly we initialized a
number of packet-in events per second from src1 to dst with and
without the running of Event-O�oader, to see what is the CPU
utilization of the virtual switch, the number of packet-in is varied.
The second experiment is that we measured the �rst packet delay
of pin� command from src1 to dst , to see how Event-O�oader will
a�ect the packet delay.
Preliminary Results Figure 5 shows the bene�t and overhead
caused by o�oading the hardware generated SDNCTLs.
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Figure 5: Impact of O�loading

Figure 5(a) demonstrates that Event-O�oader signi�cantly re-
duces the CPU utilization of the switch. Moreover, even at high
packet rates, switch CPU is kept minimal. Finally, Event-O�oader
allows the switch to support a higher rate than it traditional would
support.

From Figure 5(b), we observe Event-O�oader introduces 30%
latency (approximately 5ms) and we attribute this latency to our
current implementation in python. We anticipate signi�cant reduc-
tions when we rewrite our Event-O�oader in C++.

6 RELATEDWORKS
Network Virtualization Existing approaches to virtualizing SDN
switches focus on partitioning �ow tables entries and enforcing
strict controls over�ow spaces (the type of �ow tables entries that
tenants can insert) [2, 15]. In this work, we take a more holistic
approach and argue that in addition, to �ow table isolation, switch
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virtualization should provide performance guarantees across CPU,
Memory, and ASIC. This enables us to truly provide each tenant
with the abstraction of sole ownership over a predictable switch.
Today, compute virtualization broadly falls into one of two cam-
puses: Virtual Machine-based and Container-Based virtualization.
We explore the use of containers to virtualize CPU/Memory and
introduce novel primitives and abstractions to provide control over
ASIC resources
CPU O�loading Several works [10, 20] include approaches to
o�oad asynchronous messages. Scotch [20] moves the packet-in
processing logic from hardware switches to an overlay of virtual
switches to avoid packet-in messages from overloading the switch’s
CPU. Orthogonally, Mazu [10] introduces a proxy to handle packet-
in and packet-out messages. While Scotch and Mazu leverage static
resources for o�oading, Switch-Visor uses cloud resources which
enables Switch-Visor to elastically adjust to load.
Switch Benchmarking [7, 10, 13] measure, analyze, and develop
black box models of switch resource utilization consumption. Our
work builds on the black box models presented in these work [10,
13].

7 CONCLUSION
Today, network virtualization fails to provide infrastructure-level
virtualization of SDN switches instead network virtualization pro-
vides guarantees over the tra�c. In this work, we explore an alter-
nate design space with the controversial argument that the commu-
nity should push towards lower level network virtualization over
control-level virtualization. A level of virtualization that requires
tenants to manage their virtual switches in a manner similar to
IaaS — in essence, infrastructure-level switch virtualization. Specif-
ically, we argue for virtualizing the switch CPU and Memory using
traditional methods (e.g. containers) and present a set of methods
for virtualizing the switch’s ASIC and interactions between the
CPU and ASIC. Our system, Switch-Visor, is the �rst step towards
Infrastructure-level Switching as a Service (ISaaS) virtualization.
Our approach is realizable without any hardware changes making
it immediately applicable to the current generation of deployed
switches.
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